**CPI Integrated DAP**

- **Indico 100 Console**
- **Displaying DAP Reading**
- **Thermal Label Printer** (Option)
- **RS-232 COM Link**

**Indico 100 Generator**

- **16 Bit CPU Board**
- **Generator Interface**
- **RS-232 COM Link**

**Note: Only one tube and one DAP active at a time**

---

**The Magic of Integration: DAP Wizard**

**Easy Setup and Calibration Facilitated by Genware**

\[(D) + (A) = (P)\]

- Measure X-ray ("Dose") at a calibrated distance.
- Measure X-ray field size ("Area") at distance calibration exposure(s) were made.
- Enter field size area from exposure film into DAP Wizard.

**Press ENTER … DAP Wizard automatically calibrates DAP!**

- NO potentiometers to adjust!
- NO calculations!

**Measure X-ray ("Dose") at a calibrated distance.**

**Enter exposure dose reading from calibrated radiation probe into DAP Wizard.**

**Enter field size area from exposure film into DAP Wizard.**

**Press ENTER … DAP Wizard automatically calibrates DAP!**

- NO potentiometers to adjust!
- NO calculations!

**All unit conversion and calculations performed by CPI DAP Wizard…**

**DAP interface electronically (and remotely) calibrated!**

**There are no potentiometers at the collimator to adjust...**

**Simple – Fast – Accurate**

---

**Indico 100 Generator**

- **Calibrated Exposure Dose Reading**
- **Field Size Area**

**GENWARE DAP WIZARD**

**Automated DAP Calibration**